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Welcome!

Catherine Steinmetz, Program Coordinator
Pamela Nagurka, PBL Coordinator & Coach
Monica Lozano Caldera, Equity & Excellence Coordinator
Frank DeRocco & Cristin Caparotta, School Counselors
Erik Healey, Assistant Principal
Jessica Baker, Assistant Principal

Please sign in using the QR Code on 
the right or the url below.

https://tinyurl.com/ATFeb2019

Welcome to our AT Family workshop.  The goal of this workshop is to provide you 
with a deep understanding of the design and key tenets of this program. Tonights 
activity is delivered from the PBL framework  in order to better understand how 
learning occurs here at Arlington Tech. Please sign in.

 

https://tinyurl.com/ATFeb2019


LAUNCH

Tonight you will experience the four phases of our Framework (Launch, Learn, Create 
and Reflect).  You will notice that we will not “give you answers”.  Our Framework is 
designed to help students own and manage their learning.  Students are responsible 
for determining their own needs, which is is supported through strategic questioning.  
The teacher acts as a  facilitator to help students think critically and collaboration as 
they expand their academic and soft skills.



Entry Event
“The point is not to 

receive a great 
education...”

“...but to create 
our own...and shape 
it for the unique 
challenges that 

await our 
generation...”

Play video to 1:15 min.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AjGc0vCk8k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AjGc0vCk8k


Driving Question

What does learning look like at 
Arlington Tech? And is it the 

right fit for me?

In the Launch phase we start with an entry event to get students hooked and 
interested in the topic.  The video we just watched was the entry event.  After an entry 
event, we identify the Driving Question.  The Driving Question is the lens students 
“look through” to help them understand the “why” behind the content they are 
learning.  Tonight’s Driving Question is What does learning look like at Arlington Tech? 
And is it the right fit for me?

Everything we do this evening is to help you better understand the curriculum delivery 
Framework of AT and to synthesize whether this learning style is right for you/your 
student.  It is important that a student be fully engaged in the decision-making and 
want to learn through our unique Framework. 



Needs to Know
● Individual Brainstorm - 3 minutes
● Whole Group Inventory - 5 minutes

We expect students to be able to ask questions that will help them synthesize the 
topic or project they are working on.  We begin each project with an entry event, 
Driving Question and Needs-to-Know.  Please take a moment to create a needs to 
know surrounding our Driving Question.  This means list all of your questions 
surrounding Arlington Tech learning Framework and questions you have that will help 
you determine if Arlington Tech is the right fit for you.  You will have 3-minutes to 
create you personal, individual N2K.

YOU NEED THE INDEX CARDS (individual N2K) 
AND CHART PAPER (group).
Now let’s generate a group N2K. (Spend 5 minutes recording on the chart but don’t 
go beyond the allotted time)



PBL Defined
“In project based learning, students are pulled (as opposed to pushed, as it might 

often feel) through the curriculum by a meaningful question to explore, an engaging 
real-world problem to solve, or a challenge to design or create something...

Before they can accomplish this, students need to inquire into the topic by asking 
questions and developing answers...

To demonstrate what they learn, students create products and make their work 
public to people beyond the classroom.”

John Larmer, Buck Institute for Education

Think about your N2K rather than pushing information on you, you were given an 
opportunity to reflect on what you need to know and why the concept is important to 
you.  Buck Institute for Education, one of the leading research organizationation of 
PBL, likes to say that students are pulled, due to their interested, rather than pushed 
through the content.



PBL Delivers...

21st 

Century 

Skills 

Personalized 

Learning

Cross
Curricular

StudentAutonomy

PBL

Critical Thinking
Creativity
Collaboration
Resourcefulness
Self-Direction
Good Citizenship
Growth Mindset

These are basic skills 
needed for today’s world!

Read the words on the right aloud and emphasize that students need to be 
self-directed and the expectation is that students will be able to manage their work 
independently and advocate for themselves when they have questions.  Explain that it 
is the expectation that students be self-reliant by the time the time students are 
accepted into NVCC as sophomores.  



LEARN

We just finished the first phase of PBL, the Launch.  The Learn phase will look, in 
many respects, similar to regular classroom activities.  The big difference is that there 
is much less direct teaching.  Instead, teachers act as facilitators and students 
request workshops..



Learning Style Inventory
Let’s take a look at your learning style and strengths...

As part of the Learn, it is important that you learn about your learning style.  Please 
take the next 5-minutes to complete this learning style inventory.



Arlington Tech’s PBL Framework

Share the key points
Launch -- Entry, Driving Question, Learning Rubric, Project checklist
Learn - Labs, lecture, worksheet practice, research, essays
Create - Groups are formed and working agreements, collaboration, creativity and self 
managing the project creation within the criteria and constraints is completed.  The 
summative assessment (testing) of content knowledge also occurs here.
Reflect - Community meeting - what worked, didn’t work, improvements for next time.  
The teacher is a member of the community and asks for students to help him/her 
make the next experience better.



PBL Handbook for Students and Families

Handbook is on the AT webpage.



How does a PBL Classroom Differ?
Teacher support is based on student 
Needs-to-Know (N2K) and Pre-assessments

Direct instruction coupled with 
student-requested workshops and student 
inquiry

Notice the responsibility to drive the learning shifts from the teacher to the student.  



Grading

The learning outcomes are independent and represent 75% of a student’s grade.  
25% is projects.  Students do not all get the same project grade.  Students will all 
received the same grade under project requirements but collaboration and 
Presentation are evaluated on an individual bases.  Collaborative group projects 
make us unique and are part of our expectations.  Opting out of group work is not an 
option.



Quarterly Review of Skills
● THIS IS A LEARNING  TOOL! 

(Not a report card).
● Detailed rubrics describe expectations
● Students self-assess, provide evidence, 

and set goals
● Teachers (in teams) assess students, 

provide evidence, and set goals
● Leverage QR’s on resumes, rec letters, 

interviews; giving students talking points 
and self-awareness

● Encourages Growth Mindset

Students will receive a Review of skills separate from the report card.  It helps 
students and parents understand the areas of strength and opportunities for growth.  
These skills are the soft skills that students will need in order to be prepared for the 
Capstone project.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AiXak4shB2nj1yBkA2d5-qOL4ye2LhnIMCRYSmZeF2A/edit?usp=sharing


CREATE



Group Work & Teaming
During Create...
● Teacher selects teams (variety of strategies)
● Students advocate for and negotiate roles
● Students develop a “Working Agreement”
● Protocols for conflict management and 

absences

During Reflect...
● Students evaluate their self and peer 

contributions to the team
● Teacher and students debrief together 

considering needs for future projects

As demonstrated by the grading, group work is an essential component to Arlington 
Tech.  Students develop Working Agreement on responsibilities within the group, 
collaboration among team members, create their own due dates to pace the project 
and think critically about how to deliver a project that meets the Criteria and 
Constraints of the client.  Group dynamics and clients and their needs are the primary 
focus of the Create phase.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aYN274tLySBMQqBDH7E1eb9AhmvlZOhqfmlL7orXr44/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17jcKg2ZyzCv4yWKlaiR-Gns4AwDP16CVsiEYRrt_W0c/edit?usp=sharing


Calendars, Assessment, & BEnchmarks
● Teachers place Assignments that will be graded on calendar
● Students and Teams place Project Benchmarks and To Do List 

on Calendar
● All require student attention and completion

This is an example of a student calendar.  The 21st and 22nd were events placed on 
the calendar by students while the 23 is a teacher graded assignment.



Diagram: Arl Tech Learning & Me

Please take some time to complete this Venn Diagram. List your understanding of the 
Arlington Tech Framework, your learning style and the intersection of the two.



REFLECT



Driving Question...Again...

What does learning look like at 
Arlington Tech? And is it the 

right fit for me?

Simply read the slide and move on



● actively engaged and make decisions about their learning; 
not passive recipients of knowledge.

● self-motivated, responsible, and organized.
● self-advocates who continuously assess their needs.
● students that thrive when working with others.
● can independently organize tasks using a calendar.
● ready to assume the independence and responsibilities of a 

college student.

Students at Arlington Tech are...

Refer to VENN Diagram - this is what should be on the left side of the VENN diagram.



Exit Ticket
How did this workshop help 
you better understand what 
learning looks like at 

Arlington Tech?

“We do not learn from experience...we learn from 
reflecting on experience.” - John Dewey

In order for us to continue to improve, please take a moment to share with us how this 
helped you better understand the Arlington Tech program or share ideas for 
improvement.

YOU NEED THE STICKY NOTES HERE.



Questions?



Thank you!


